Here’s What Other Dentists Are Saying About The Silverman Institute of Cosmetic Dentistry’s LifeLife Veneer™ System

A Picture Perfect Smile...
At half the cost (and time)

Dr. Lehman’s patient talks about LifeLife Veneers™

Wow. It’s hard to believe that summer is here again. And now is the time to get your smile “beach ready”...

Now it’s easier and more affordable than ever before.

For years, I’ve been telling you about the advantages of veneers. They’re an easy, fast alternative to orthodontics to get straighter looking teeth and eliminate gaps for a picture-perfect smile. In some cases, they can also be an easier and less expensive alternative to crowns to improve the aesthetic appearance of one or more teeth.

Plus today’s veneers give you a natural-looking translucence, unlike early veneers that were pretty opaque.

So what’s the news here? Well now I can offer you all the advantages of veneers—but at about half the cost with the breakthrough new LifeLike Veneers™ System. And we can do it all in just one office visit.

LifeLike Veneers™ are the most efficient and cost effective way I’ve come across to create the beautiful veneers you want. They were developed by Dr. Harvey Silverman, DMD of the Silverman Institute of Cosmetic Dentistry.

Dr. Silverman has been a recognized authority in Cosmetic Dentistry for more than 20 years. During this time, he refined many of the original tooth bonding systems, introduced dental spas to the dental profession, created extreme dental makeovers, refined the original porcelain veneers and invented and patented many of the first over-the-counter tooth whitening products sold in the U.S.

Now he has created the breakthrough technology that allows me to offer you same-day LifeLike Veneers™.

And I had the great fortune of personally training with him and having him work directly with me at my Fullerton office when I was perfecting my skills with the LifeLike Veneers™ System.

Here are a few great things about LifeLike Veneers™

1. With this revolutionary in-office system, there’s no grinding down of your teeth that older veneer procedures required. That means no shots, no loss of sensitive tooth structure and best of all – no pain.
2. All the work is done right in my office, so there is no time lost waiting for your veneers to be made by an outside lab. We can often create your beautiful new smile over your lunch hour.
3. And it costs about 50% of what you’d expect with traditional veneers...better still, we offer flexible financing options to make them even more affordable.

Call me now for a Free “beach ready” smile consultation

To learn more about my LifeLike Veneers™ and how they can give you the smile you’ve always wanted, simply call me at 714-870-0356 or email dlehrman@lehmandentistry.com with your phone number and we’ll call you to set up a free no-obligation “beach ready” smile consultation.

I look forward to hearing from you.

And as always until we see each other again, take care of yourself and your smile!

Dr. Stephen Lehman
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